Approximation of protein structure for fast similarity measures.
The structural comparison of two proteins comes up in many applications in structural biology where it is often necessary to find similarities in very large conformation sets. This work describes techniques to achieve significant speedup in the computation of structural similarity between two given conformations, at the expense of introducing a small error in the similarity measure. Furthermore, the proposed computational scheme allows for a tradeoff between speedup and error. This scheme exploits the fact that the Calpha representation of a protein conformation contains redundant information, due to the chain topology and limited compactness of proteins. This redundancy can be reduced by approximating subchains of a protein by their centers of mass, resulting in a smaller number of points to describe a conformation. A Haar wavelet analysis of random chains and proteins is used to justify this approximated representation. Similarity measures computed with this representation are highly correlated to the measures computed with the original Calpha representation. Therefore, they can be used in applications where small similarity errors can be tolerated or as fast filters in applications that require exact measures. Computational tests have been conducted on two applications, nearest neighbor search and automatic structural classification.